1. Connect to power and Internet

If your AP is 2.5 Gbps capable, the WAX615PoE adapter supports Ethernet speeds up to 2.5 Gbps when used in a WAC115 PoE+ switch or in a 2.5 Gbps switch. If you connect the AP to an Ethernet port, make sure the port is connected to a 2.5 Gbps switch or PoE+ switch. If your AP is 2.5 Gbps capable and is connected to a Gigabit switch, you will receive only 1 Gbps performance. If your AP is 2.5 Gbps capable and is connected to a Gigabit switch, you will receive only 1 Gbps performance.

A. Use the NETGEAR Insight Cloud Portal to configure the AP

1. Make sure that the Insight cloud is connected.
2. On a computer or tablet, visit netgear.com/myaccount to access your Insight account.
3. Enter your email and password to access your Insight account.
4. Only if you are an Insight Pro user, where the organization to which you want to add Insight Cloud is the first network location in the Insight account, you can access your Insight account.
5. If you need to access the Insight Cloud Portal, see the preceding section.
6. Click on the Add a Device button.
7. Follow the instructions to add the AP to the Insight Cloud Portal.

**NOTE:** You can only access the Insight Cloud Portal if you have an Insight account. If you do not have an Insight account, you can create an account now. If you do not already have an Insight account, you can create an account now.

B. Use the NETGEAR Insight app to configure the AP

1. Connect your mobile device to the AP’s setup SSID (WiFi network name) using one of these methods:
   - Use the Insight Cloud Portal to configure the AP
   - Use the NETGEAR Insight app to configure the AP

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

**NOTE:** You can either add a single device or you can add multiple Insight APs and Insight Cloud Portal.

The Insight Cloud Portal verifies that the Insight Cloud Portal is connected to the Insight cloud.

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

If you want to use Insight Cloud Portal to configure the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

The Insight Cloud Portal verifies that the Insight Cloud Portal is connected to the Insight cloud.

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

1. To add the AP to your network location, visit netgear.com/kb/troubleshoot and select your network location.
2. Enter the email address and password for your account and tap Sign In.

**NOTE:** You can also select an existing network location.

3. After selecting an existing network location, tap OK. You can also select an existing network location.

4. If the AP is automatically detected and listed in the Insight Manageable Devices section, you will be prompted to add the AP to your network location.

5. Tap OK to add the AP to your network location.

6. You can then manage the AP from any device with access to the Internet.

**NOTE:** You can add the AP to your network location, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP.

The Insight Cloud Portal verifies that the Insight Cloud Portal is connected to the Insight cloud.

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

The Insight Cloud Portal verifies that the Insight Cloud Portal is connected to the Insight cloud.

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

1. To add the AP to your network location, visit netgear.com/kb/troubleshoot and select your network location.
2. Enter the email address and password for your account and tap Sign In.

**NOTE:** You can also select an existing network location.

3. After selecting an existing network location, tap OK. You can also select an existing network location.

4. If the AP is automatically detected and listed in the Insight Manageable Devices section, you will be prompted to add the AP to your network location.

5. Tap OK to add the AP to your network location.

6. You can then manage the AP from any device with access to the Internet.

**NOTE:** You can add the AP to your network location, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP.

The Insight Cloud Portal verifies that the Insight Cloud Portal is connected to the Insight cloud.

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

The Insight Cloud Portal verifies that the Insight Cloud Portal is connected to the Insight cloud.

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

1. To add the AP to your network location, visit netgear.com/kb/troubleshoot and select your network location.
2. Enter the email address and password for your account and tap Sign In.

**NOTE:** You can also select an existing network location.

3. After selecting an existing network location, tap OK. You can also select an existing network location.

4. If the AP is automatically detected and listed in the Insight Manageable Devices section, you will be prompted to add the AP to your network location.

5. Tap OK to add the AP to your network location.

6. You can then manage the AP from any device with access to the Internet.

**NOTE:** You can add the AP to your network location, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP.

The Insight Cloud Portal verifies that the Insight Cloud Portal is connected to the Insight cloud.

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

The Insight Cloud Portal verifies that the Insight Cloud Portal is connected to the Insight cloud.

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

1. To add the AP to your network location, visit netgear.com/kb/troubleshoot and select your network location.
2. Enter the email address and password for your account and tap Sign In.

**NOTE:** You can also select an existing network location.

3. After selecting an existing network location, tap OK. You can also select an existing network location.

4. If the AP is automatically detected and listed in the Insight Manageable Devices section, you will be prompted to add the AP to your network location.

5. Tap OK to add the AP to your network location.

6. You can then manage the AP from any device with access to the Internet.

**NOTE:** You can add the AP to your network location, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP.

The Insight Cloud Portal verifies that the Insight Cloud Portal is connected to the Insight cloud.

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

The Insight Cloud Portal verifies that the Insight Cloud Portal is connected to the Insight cloud.

**NOTE:** If the AP is not connected to the Insight Cloud Portal, you can add a new network location to the Insight Cloud Portal.

To configure and manage the AP, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP

1. To add the AP to your network location, visit netgear.com/kb/troubleshoot and select your network location.
2. Enter the email address and password for your account and tap Sign In.

**NOTE:** You can also select an existing network location.

3. After selecting an existing network location, tap OK. You can also select an existing network location.

4. If the AP is automatically detected and listed in the Insight Manageable Devices section, you will be prompted to add the AP to your network location.

5. Tap OK to add the AP to your network location.

6. You can then manage the AP from any device with access to the Internet.

**NOTE:** You can add the AP to your network location, or as an Insight manageable device comes with Insight AP as a common Cloud Portal, if you manage it with Insight AP.
1. Mount the AP as a standalone in a web browser.
2. Configure the AP using your new admin password to log in.
3. Connect your computer or mobile device to the AP's setup SSID (WiFi network name), WiFi passphrase, and IP address to keep in a safe place.
4. If the Power/Cloud LED was solid green, it lights solid blue.
5. Connect a power adapter to the AP, or use the AP to set up a WiFi connection of your computer or mobile.
6. If the WiFi connection of your computer or mobile is terminated, reconnect to the AP using your new admin password to log in.
7. Mount the AP to a wall.
8. Unmount the AP.